TCOLE Basic & Intermediate

Course Title, Hour(s)

- Advanced Human Trafficking #3271, 4
- Arrest, Search, & Seizure #2108, 18
- Asset Forfeiture #3255, 2
- Child Abuse Prevention & Investigation #2105, 24
- Child Safety Check Alert List Update #4068, 1
- Combined Asset Forfeiture & Racial Profiling #3257, 6
- Crisis Communications for Emergency Telecommunicators #2120, 24
- Cultural Diversity #3939, 8
- Human Trafficking #3270, 4
- Identity Theft Crimes #3277, 3
- Inmate Rights & Privileges #3502, 16
- Interpersonal Communications in Corrections #3503, 16
- Law Enforcement Ethics #3920, 1
- Missing & Exploited Children #3275, 4
- New Supervisor (First-Line) Course #3737, 40
- Racial Profiling #3256, 4
- Spanish for Law Enforcement Distance #2110, 28
- Special Investigative Topics #3232, 8
- Suicide Detection & Prevention in Jails #3501, 8
- TDD/TTY for Telecommunicators #3812, 4
- Texas State & Federal Law Update #3184, 4
- Texas State & Federal Law Update #3185, 5
- Texas State & Federal Law Update #3186, 4
- Use of Force #2107, 13
- Use of Force in Jail Settings #3504, 16
Specialized & A La Carte Courses
TCOLE & OSS

Course Title, Hour(s)

- Basic Civil Process #3131, 21
- Body Worn Cameras #8158, 2
- Civil Disturbance & Riot Control, 8
- Civilian Interaction Training #30418, 2
- Court Security Officer #10999, 12
- Court Security Specialist Update #21015, 4
- De-Escalation of Force, 4
- Ebola & Other Infectious Diseases, 4
- Evading Honesty, 8
- Eyewitness Evidence & Identification #3286, 8
- Field Training Officer #3702, 24
- Gangs #3283, 9
- Hazardous Materials & HAZMAT Investigations #3806, 4
- NAPPI Community Safety, 4
- NAPPI Total Verbal Deescalation, 13
- Negotiator Tactics, 6
- Peace Officers & Open Carry #8837, 2
- Smugglers, Inc., 16
- Supplemental Peace Officer #1018, 120
- SWAT Management, 6
- Texas Advisory Board Training #3003, 1
- Traumatic & Acquired Brain Injury #4066, 2
### TCOLE Electives

**Course Title, Hour(s)**

- Active Shooter Response, 1
- Aerosol Subject Restraint, 1
- Arrest Procedures, 1
- Automobile Theft Investigations, 2
- Basic Firearms Safety, 1
- Bomb Threat Response, 1
- Child Abuse Investigations, 1
- Civil Issues Facing Street Officers, 3
- Communicator & Dispatch Basics, 1
- Community Policing & Problem Solving, 1
- Constitutional & Other Warnings, 1
- Courtroom Testimony & Demeanor, 1
- Crime Analysis, 1
- Crime Scene Management, 1
- Criminal Intelligence, 1
- Criminal Investigations, 2
- Cultural Challenges Among Genders, 1
- Cultural Challenges Among Generations, 1
- Cultural Challenges for Law Enforcement, 2
- Cultural Challenges in the Workplace, 1
- Cybersecurity & Malware Awareness for Employees (Texas HB 3834), 1
- Defensive & Distracted Driving for Law Enforcement, 2
- Demonstration & Crowd Management Basics, 1
- Domestic Violence Response, 1
- Drugs of Abuse Investigations, 1
- Elder Fraud Investigations in Texas, 2
- Electronic Control Device - Basics, 1
- Ethics for Law Enforcement, 1
- Evidence Collection, Control, & Storage, 1
- Exigent Circumstances, 1
- Family Violence Response, 1
- Field Sobriety Testing, 1
- Foot Pursuits, 1
- Freedom of Speech Enforcement, 1
- Gangs - An Introduction, 1
- Hate & Bias Crimes, 1
- Homeland Security: Counter-Terrorism, 6
- Homicide Investigations, 1
- Honest Officers & Brady v. Maryland, 1
- Hostage & Barricaded Suspects, 1
- Human Remains Identification, 1
- Immigration Enforcement, 1
- Intelligence-Led Policing, 1
- Internal Affairs Investigations, 1
- Intoxicated Driver Management, 1
- Investigative Detention, 2
- Jail & Lockup Liability, 6
- Juvenile Interview & Interrogation, 1
- Juveniles in Custody, 1
- Knife Tactics & Safety, 1
- Law Enforcement Liability, 1
- Leadership in Law Enforcement, 1
- Less Lethal Techniques, 1
- Lineups & Eyewitness Identification, 2
- Mentally Ill Response, 1
- Naloxone - What You Need to Know, 1
- National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System, 1
- News Media and the Police, 1
- Officer Response to Victim-Precipitated Suicide, 2
- Officer-Involved Shooting Survival, 1
- Pistol on Patrol Tactics, 1
• Police Access to Private Property, 1
• Police Dogs, 1
• Positional Asphyxia, ExD, & Restraints, 1
• Prisoner Transport, 2
• Prosecutors & Exculpatory Data, 1
• Racial & Bias Profiling, 1
• Rapid Response & Deployment, 1
• Recording Law Enforcement Actions, 1
• Report Writing - A Fresh Look, 1
• Rifle on Patrol Tactics, 1
• Roadblocks & Checkpoints, 1
• Robbery Response for Banks, 1
• School Resource & Security Officer, 1
• Search Warrant Execution, 1
• Secondary Employment & Off-Duty Powers, 1
• Self-Aid Buddy-Aid (SABA) Life Saving, 2
• Sexual Assault Investigations, 1

• Sexual Offender Investigations, 1
• Shotgun on Patrol Tactics, 1
• Social Media for Law Enforcement, 1
• Stakeout Operations, 2
• Statement Analysis Forensics, 1
• Street Level Interviewing, 1
• Suicide Bomber Response, 1
• Suicide Prevention in Police Lockups, 2
• Surveillance Operations, 1
• TABC Enforcement for County & City Officers, 3
• Use of Force & Deadly Force, 1
• Vehicle (Traffic) Stops, 1
• Vehicle Patrol & Accident Prevention, 1
• Vehicle Pursuits, 1
• Vehicle Searches, 1
• Witness Credibility, 1
• Workplace & Sexual Harassment, 1